Introduction
Music videos are a unique part of moving image production. Succinct and culturally savvy, they capture the zeitgeist and, at their very best, define the attitudes and styles of the moment. Commissioned to accompany recorded music with arresting visual images, the music video lies at the cutting edge of advertising and promotional film, creating pop culture out of commercial imperative. The creative tension that lies between art and commerce applies to all aspects of professional moving image production, and pop promos embody this acutely. Indeed, a history of moving images would be remiss without reference to the dazzling and daring innovation of music video.
Until recently, however, scholarly work on pop video has been scant. Music videos have existed in a kind of cultural vortex within the moving Pop promos combine the commercial and artistic extremes of moving image production, capturing and expressing cutting edge contemporary attitudes in succinct and stylish ways. They have been an integral part of the British moving image industry since music video became a viable industry in the early 1980s, yet their place in British film and moving image history remains largely unsung. The British Film Institute (BFI) National Archive holds a varied collection of music videos acquired from the promo industry, TV broadcasters, and individual filmmakers that spans from the mid-1970s to the 2000s. A largely unexplored part of the national collection, it is a body of work ripe for research. This paper outlines various curatorial approaches taken to develop and enrich the archive's music video collection, including details about the 'British Landmark Music Video' collection, curated as part of the 'Fifty Years of British Music Video' project.
Conceived by the 'Fifty Years of British Music Video' project team, the landmark titles have been curated by the BFI and Professor Emily Caston in collaboration with British music video practitioners. This, in turn, has prompted the BFI to reassess its archival approach to its wider music video collections, revising the way it acquires and preserves pop promos to ensure the genre finds its rightful place in the UK's moving image heritage.
This article attempts to outline the curatorial challenges and opportunities that have arisen from establishing and preserving the 'British Landmark Music Video' collection. The creation of the collection causes us to reflect on the issues at stake in canon formation and presents an insight into the changing procedures of modern moving image archives. Moving image archives, especially publicly-funded national archives such as the BFI National Archive, have embraced the digital world and used the transition from analogue to data to rethink the ways in which they preserve their collections. The curation and preservation of the 'British Landmark Music Videos' has opened new pathways to understand, manage, and evaluate the diverse and intricate moving image works that form part of our national heritage.
BFI National Archive and Music Video
The British Film Institute was set up in 1933 to encourage the art, history, and impact of film, television, and the moving image throughout the United Kingdom, providing access and education to a wide range of British and world cinema, and to promote their use as a record of contemporary life and manners (BFI, 2014, p.2) . The BFI is responsible for the BFI National Archive, established in 1935 to care for and develop collections reflecting the moving image history and heritage of the United Kingdom. We collect and preserve British moving images from across the 120-year history of film and video making and digital production. We also collect related collections such as stills, posters, designs, and private correspondence that relates to the UK film and moving image industry.
The archive collection is shaped by the BFI's curatorial unit, who acquire and preserve works from across the history of British movie making and develop the collection to represent new and innovative areas of moving image production. The curatorial team creates programmes from the collection, bringing to the public previously neglected or inaccessible work from the vaults of the archive to cinema screens and digital programming outlets such as the online digital platform BFI Player. Working with the moving image industry, the curators endeavour to develop the national collection so that it reflects the ever-changing profile of the moving ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive 11:1 Spring 17 MSMI image industry. They are guided by a collections policy that outlines a national collection of the best moving image productions created in the UK. In some areas, such as feature film production, the aim is to collect as comprehensively as possible, accepting all theatrically released British features as core components of our national moving image heritage. In other areas -the majority, in fact, of short film, non-theatrical documentary, amateur works, industrial film, trailers, and advertisingthe collection strategy is driven by selection. Moving image production across the twentieth and twenty-first centuries is vast and ever-increasing so the archive aims to collect and preserve only the very best works. Curatorial expertise, in collaboration with industry or academic partners, forms the basis of selection and acquisition priority.
It is important to note, however, that the collecting policy is constantly evolving and the current collecting strategy is finessed from 80 years of archive acquisitions.
1 Previous incarnations of the strategy were less exacting. The BFI National Archive's collection dates back to its inception as the BFI National Film Library in 1935 and, as one of the largest moving image collections in the world, reflects many years of an acquisition policy that was international in scope and reactive in process. This has resulted in some areas of the collection being underdeveloped. The BFI's Music Video collection was one such area. Mostly acquired during the period that predates the current collecting policy, music video in the national collection had accumulated without curatorial direction or oversight.
Four significant donations constituted the majority of the archive's music video holdings. The first was a collection of approximately 600 open reel videotapes from Picture Music International (PMI) that contained promotional videos of British music acts from the late 1970s to mid-1980s. These were 1" and 2" broadcast masters used by TV programmes wanting to include music video in their broadcasts. A collection of items that were once very active in promoting music acts during the pre-MTV era, some of the videotape boxes had retained the postal address of TV clients and broadcasting users. One reads 'FAO: Sally James, Tiswas, London Weekend Television', the address of a Saturday morning children 's TV presenter and her show (1974-1982) .
The second major collection was approximately 5,000 Betacam SP tapes from British satellite broadcaster NBC Superchannel. International in scope, the collection reflected the channel's Europe-wide transmission, with a diverse range of pop music genres. The archive's holdings were of the broadcast masters of the majority of major video releases produced during its initial period on air (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) In addition to these tape-based collections, the archive had acquired some 900 reels of picture and sound negatives from various film laboratories. Taken as part of huge laboratory clear-outs in the 1980s and 1990s, the 35mm and 16mm material included film negatives for a range releases, from early 1960s Scopitone video jukebox to cinema releases of 1980s video epics such as David Bowie's Jazzin' for Blue Jean ( Julien Temple, 1984) . Among the collection were 35mm picture and sound negatives for innovative early pop video works such as Elvis Costello's animated 'Accidents Will Happen' (Annabel Jankel & Rocky Morton, 1979 ) and a 16mm mute negative of Joy Division's self-produced promo for 'Love Will Tear Us Apart ' (1980) . Altogether, the BFI could estimate some 6,000 promos held in the archive but most of them were brought into the BFI National Archive under a broad collecting policy that was inadequate in serving the bespoke archival needs of music video. Although admitted into the archive in acknowledgement of music video's significance as a unique part of British moving image history, the collection was random and shapeless, an inconsistent and rather unwieldy gathering of items. Collecting had been substantial but the strategy was piecemeal, reflecting not a history of British music video but simply whatever had passed though the archive's door. Also, the conservation strategy was unfocused. Although physically protected in temperature-controlled vaults as per archival best practice, the materials were in the archive in various states of acquisition and accession with many unlabelled items simply held as unknown quantities -much of the material was not catalogued.
This, of course, had consequences for preservation and access outcomes. The music videos were held but rarely prioritised for major archival work. With incomplete acquisition and vague cataloguing, the collection was in archival limbo. Adding to this the complications arising from rights clearances to screen music video, the collection was rarely considered for preservation or curatorial programming projects. This is an issue because, although many pop promos are available online, the versions don't necessarily represent videos at their highest quality. Also, internet access is no guarantee of long-term availability. Videos can and do disappear from websites, often because of rights restrictions. Their long-term availability online is not dependable. Recalling Wollen's quote above, without ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive 11:1 Spring 17 MSMI archival input the cultural conversation about British music video risked limitation by commercial imperatives of rights holders and the nuances of the internet.
So, the collection was in dire need of curatorial assessment. Two key decisions were essential to develop the collection in a way that adequately preserved the content and presented it coherently. First, the jumble of video donations that had accumulated over the years needed organising with a view to standardised cataloguing and a planned conservation strategy. Second, the ongoing collecting policy for music video needed clear curatorial direction.
Having identified these two factors, the BFI was keen to be a partner on the 'Fifty Years of British Music Video' project. Working within a project that was driven by curatorial process yet informed by practitioner contributions and framed by university-led research, the BFI could collaborate to establish a firm curatorial strategy for pop video alongside filmmaking peers and academic colleagues. The end result would be a national collection of music video preserved in the national archive's temperature controlled vaults with metadata describing our holdings on an advanced cataloguing database fit for the contemporary archiving environment.
The Canon
With over 6,000 items in the archive, in varying states of acquisition and preservation, the archive needed an intellectual framework to begin shaping its curatorial approach. This meant finding those overarching stories and useful case studies that would allow the collection to be managed with coherence. Several BFI attempts had already been made to delve into the history of music video. In 1992, the BFI's Museum of the Moving Image (MoMI) had celebrated MTV's 10-year anniversary with an exhibition of the history of international music film and pop promos (see Fiddy, 1992) . Several commercial labels and organisations had attempted to compile videos from artist-led perspectives (e.g programmes of The Beatles and David Bowie videos, screened at London's BFI Southbank as part of BUG -The Evolution of Music Video) or director-led programmes (e.g. the Directors Label DVD series, which compiles works by Chris Cunningham, Michel Gondry, Spike Jonze, and others). At the archive, 'Fifty Years of Music Video' research assistant Marc Rose investigated production company Oil Factory via the donated collections of Sophie Muller and Pedro Romhanyi. Elsewhere, Will Fowler had initiated This is Now, a programme of early eighties post-punk VHS and Super-8. From a general archival perspective, however, these case studies were ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive too specific, concentrating on isolated parts of our vast collection or, in the case of the MoMI exhibition, it was too international in scope to assist with formulating a strategy for British-related archiving. What was needed was an overriding principle, a specified beacon around which we could organise the collection. The logical step was to reflect on the archive practice taken towards our other collections, namely feature films. Despite the BFI's collecting policy recommending comprehensive feature film acquisition, preservation and access, the archive still has to operate within defined resources. It therefore seeks to find the most suitable routes for audiences to engage with the archive films in its care. The greatest British films are selected for major restorations, showcased at world famous film festivals and theatrically released via 35mm or DCP (Digital Cinema Package), knowing that there are keen international audiences. Other titles are remastered and released through Blu Ray and DVD. Through the Unlocking Film heritage project, the BFI digitised and made available, via its video-ondemand platform BFI Player, those titles that it feels should be available to the public but may not have the commercial demand to warrant theatrical re-release. The drive to make titles available is balanced against realistic expectation of audience demand and archival resources.
The approach to managing the music videos had to be similarly defined against curatorial expertise and archive resources. The BFI already conserved the 6,000 videos in temperature-controlled vaults at the conservation centre but archival issues such as format obsolescence, tape dropout, and magnetisation posed a threat to the long-term security of certain parts of the collection. The curatorial team needed to prioritise which of those titles should be digitally preserved with the resources available. As an organisation, the BFI collected music video but its proactive preservation had to be in proportion to the rest of the national collection.
The opportunity to digitally preserve a set number of music videos as part of the AHRC award for the 'Fifty Years of British Music Video' project was the trigger for managing our collection. Through the AHRC grant, we had the resources to preserve and digitise British music videos at highest digital quality, regardless of whether they were already held in the BFI National Archive. It was an opportunity to create a canon of landmark British music videos -pace Antti-Ville Kärjä who writes on canon formation in popular music: 'If history is about choosing those things that are worth telling, then canonisation could be described as choosing those things that are worth repeating ' (2006, p.5) . Following Kärjä's line, the archive would conserve its 6,000 videotapes but create a canon of British Landmark Music Videos -those titles worth repeating and shouting about. ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive 11:1 Spring 17 MSMI Canon formation is a part of film and moving image theory that rarely sits well with either media scholars or film and moving image practitioners. The archive also has mixed feelings towards canon formation. National archives, whose collections represent the art of film held for national heritage purposes, tend to celebrate the breadth and depth of national production yet limited archive resources force prioritisation over which titles should be preserved. So an acute awareness of the advantages and disadvantages of canon formation had to inform the way we were going to draw up or list of British landmark videos. This awareness would, in turn, inform the various strategies taken towards different parts of the music video collection and the separate functions of the archive from passive conservation to proactive acquisition, digital preservation, restoration, and public access.
One of the main gripes against the canon is the concern that it risks becoming absolutist. Once a canon is created, the fear is that it becomes difficult for other works to be added or removed from the list, despite the ongoing presence of newer works of equal merit. As the cultural climate changes over time, criteria for canonisation may be called into question as value systems become outmoded. This leads us onto the concept of taste. Canons are often not representative of universal opinion because they are formed by a literate 'chattering' class, whose rhetoric dominates perceptions of good or bad examples of the art form. Film scholars reject this because social construct feeds into creation of the canon. This can, of course, work both ways with populist works reflecting little more than zeitgeist enthusiasm rather than intrinsic value.
Another problematic area lies in the conflict between unique artworks and general production. In general, canonisation overlooks intricacies and the nuances that emerge when the film industry is subject to empirical research through production histories, audience studies or even representational analysis (e.g. mise-en-scène study). For practitioners, this issue is problematic because the canon reflects the atypical -the aesthetically brilliant work that, for all its excellence, stands as counterpoint to the day-to-day reality of moving image production. For archivists and curators, the canon is viewed with similar caution. As collectors of a range of moving image works, whether through a national perspective (as with international public archives) or industrial (as with company archives) or personal (e.g. Kubrick archives), the archivist recognises that the history of moving image making is complex, replete with intriguing failures, fascinating almost-masterpieces, and the downright awful. The archive preserves films that unexpectedly reveal much about the time they were created, without necessarily being the perfect artwork. As well as excellent masterpieces, the BFI National Archive holds many more examples of ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive films that are rich for other reasons -they contain unexpected foresights or offer insight into the way society has lived, thought and evolvedsomething that the canon might only mark in passing. The canon does, however, have its virtues. In the mid-twentieth century, when film was still fighting to be accepted as a major art form, canon formation was a way for filmmaking to begin to be considered as more than popular entertainment or craft. As conducted by polls in magazines like Sight & Sound and Movie and through concepts such as auteur theory, the argument was made for film to be considered as equal to the highest arts. The BFI archive started as the BFI National Film Library, a collection of the best examples of the art form, to be used to educate the general public (see Nowell-Smith & Dupin, 2012) . The remit grew and developed to bring in other types of filmmaking (non-fiction, news film, shorts, and others) that reflected the actual filmmaking corpus, acknowledging film's value as social document. In the first instance it was about preserving and promoting cinematic excellence, but the materials that came after that broadened the examples of the art form.
British music video shares similarities with that of the feature film in 1935 with an emerging body of scholarship recognising the form as something of significance. As scholarly interest in the form develops, music videos required a canon driven by what Janet Staiger has termed the 'politics of admission ' (1985, p.4) . Staiger recognises in film historiography the work done in making the claim for emergent cultural forms to be recognised as art. In her landmark article, 'The Politics of Film Canons', Staiger writes: 'Among the earliest writings about cinema were those involved in proving film was an art. This was a politics of opening up the established set of arts to a newcomer -moving pictures' (p.4). Pace Staiger, the creation of a canon -a collection of landmark videos -would establish the form as worthy of serious cultural evaluation. It would make the case for Music Video being recognised as a significant and unique aspect of moving image production and to which all others in the genre should be measured against. The canon would drive curators and academics to consider the virtues of each individual text in great detail and to be absolutely clear that those works that make the final list are the richest examples. As stated above, this has deeper consequences for preservation, conservation and dissemination.
From this starting point, a deeper discussion can then evolve about music video in general encouraging an openness to the ever-evolving nature of music video production. Antti-Ville Kärjä concludes his essay, with the following comment:
The structure of mainstream, alternative and prescribed canons implies the presence of power relationships and inequalities. What is crucial, Dylan Cave ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive So, what is needed is a fluid understanding of canon formation and evolution. Music video is not cinema, and the rules of canonisation that apply to film are different here -the lessons of the archive teach us to be broader and more nuanced with landmark videos. Our canon is not a 'greatest hits' of either commercial success or nostalgic popularity. Instead, it attempts to tell the story of the past 50 years of British music video in examples selected for their historical importance and creative ingenuity and cultural significance to the narrative of British music video -purposefully elastic criteria to allow the necessary subjectivity when debating and curating a history of a cultural trend across 100 examples. Peter Wollen writes:
The implicit canon is in constant flux. Marginal adjustments are being made all the time and even its central pillars are not necessarily fixed in concrete. It is a work of bricolage. New elements are assembled and outmoded areas are tacitly discarded. It is being patched up and pushed in one direction or another, through a complex process of cultural negotiation among a motley set of cultural gate-keepers, ourselves included. These gate-keepers both influence opinion and make practical decisions.
(2002, p.218)
The great advantage of the 'Fifty Years of British Music Video' project is that is has been conducted in negotiation with academia, cultural practitioners, and the archive sector. As such the landmark list represents a holistic view of the cultural achievement of pop video in the past half century, represented by the works that tell its history most vividly. It remains flexible -the grasp of what was significant in 1965 is firmer than that of our view on contemporary productions, which means that other examples from recent years may come to replace the ones currently chosen. The tone changes too. What was 'formative' to the genre in the sixties becomes less dominant as times go on, instead 'innovative' becomes significant as new videos progress and further the pop promo lexicon. Regardless of genre, the evolving sense of Britishness in music video is celebrated throughout. ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive 
Curatorial Selection
The archive's curatorial decisions are driven by the collecting policy, subject specialism, and archival expertise. In order to accumulate the best British works representing the 'cultural art and social impact of the moving image' (BFI, 2014, p.2), curators can use lessons learned from working with other collections and adapt their curatorial approaches to new collections. We had our standardised curatorial practice from working with feature films, but needed to repurpose our curatorial approach to inform the way we tackled British Landmark video. Driven by the professional need for standardisation, general categorisation principles needed establishing. One example we encountered was whether a music video should be considered fiction or non-fiction: some music videos tell elaborate narratives where others document live performance or simply show the band performing their material. Given the intention of the pop promo -to provide visual accompaniment to music recordings in support of the overall promotion to the public -it was agreed that all music film should be categorised as non-fiction. Even if the film has elaborate fictional content -e.g. the video for Radiohead's 'Just' ( Jamie Thraves, 1995) -the primary purpose of the work -to promote the single -formed its categorisation. Only a few exceptional cases could be considered as primarily a fiction work. The clearest example here would be WIZ's video for 'Weekender' by Flowered Up (1992), which can be read as a standalone short film.
Another example related to reception context. In terms of reception, most music videos were created for television broadcast but some were given occasional cinema releases (e.g. David Bowie's Jazzin' for Blue Jean, Julien Temple, 1984) . Early music promo film, from 1940s 'Soundies' to 1960s' Scopitone films were exclusively film-based (see Herzog, 2007) . Moreover, in the internet age, TV broadcast seemed less definitive as a publishing categorisation -many music videos have reached audiences without a television broadcast. The archive therefore agreed to apply the term 'Non-Theatrical' to identify the ways through which music videos reached the general public. Separating the format (film, video, digital) from the release context, 'Non-Theatrical' meant that 16mm film materials such as Scopitone film, non-terrestrially broadcast television, and internet releases could share the same categorisation.
Thus our videos became listed as non-fiction works released non-theatrically. The mid-2000s witnessed a resurgence of archival interest in its previously marginalised non-fiction content. The BFI had undertaken a large restoration project on its collection of 850 Edwardian era actuality ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive 11:1 Spring 17 MSMI films made by travelling filmmakers Mitchell and Kenyon, and elsewhere in the archive we had experience of working with advertising film and sponsored filmmaking. We were also custodians of significant non-fiction collections, such as that of the National Coal Board, British Transport film, and Central Office of Information, whose volumes significantly overshadowed the fiction material.
So, non-fiction and industrial film was already an established field of archival practice that we could borrow from when considering selection and appraisal of music video.
We could provide academic insight into understanding the music video industry in a distinct fashion from our approach to feature films. In his essay 'Archives and Archaeologies', Thomas Elsaesser identifies a schema -three German As -for attempting to address non-fiction film: These A's are 'wer war der Auftraggeber' (who commissioned the film), 'was war der Anlass' (what was the occasion for which it was made), and 'was war die Anwendung oder der Adressat' (to what use was it put or to whom was it addressed).
(2009, p.23)
It combination with Elsaesser's criteria, the archive could arrive at a fuller understanding of the task ahead of us, defining the ways in which we considered 'Landmark' and 'Britishness' as criteria for our canon. Taking this approach meant that our canonisation would be open to more socio-economic factors than the mere hits list of music videos created by previous curatorial attempts. Our Landmark videos were neither a cultural greatest hits list nor a list of the most commercially popular because we felt that these would miss the nuances of realities of industry. Neither was it to be a list of 'firsts'. Instead the Landmark is the story of the British music video, with each video being both a significant aspect of British pop video story and one that fed into the wider social and cultural history of the form. It would be driven by co-operation across archive, practitioners, and academia and would result in a real term spend on resource for long-term preservation of selected material.
Having addressed issues of categorisation and definitions of 'Landmark', we were left with considering Britishness, specifically regarding what is British; was it the artist, the filmmaker, the production company? Problematic case studies emerged around the balance of sovereignty over works such as Michael Jackson's 'Billie Jean' (1983), a wholly American production, but directed by the British Steve Barron, or Spike Jonze's work for British musician Fatboy Slim whose 'Praise You' (1999) was conceived and filmed in LA with apparently no input (other than consent) from ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive the artist. British director Jake Scott whose video for US diva Beyoncé's 'Single Ladies' (2008) opened up the issue of video authorship as competing narratives circulated about who 'owned' the idea and delivery of her one-take video. Elsewhere, Björk, an Icelandic artist now based in New York, has produced numerous videos that would be landmark contenders, but it was often only her record label -One Little Indian -that could be considered British. Would including her work prove an interpretation of Britishness beyond plausibility? Elsaesser's 'Three As' came in useful here, providing the criteria were applied with consistency. Diversity was also tied to the issue of Britishness. The BFI National Archive reflects the breadth and talent of a diverse and inclusive British society, ensuring a representative range of moving image work across regions and concepts of nationhood (Wales, England, Scotland, and Northern Ireland) as well as celebrating work from women, Black and Asian Minority Ethnic (BAME), and gay and transgendered filmmakers and artists working in UK pop video. We also wanted to reflect the mix of video making practice from major productions to bedroom filmmakers, 35mm and digital cinema to domestic and amateur formats. Ultimately, with all the above in mind, we would be able to curate a list of what is unique about British video.
Acquisition
Underpinning all of these issues was a very practical concept of selection around sources -could we access the copy of a chosen video and hope to preserve it?
The archive's holdings of music video had been sourced from production companies, filmmakers, laboratories, distributors, and broadcasters, but it had led to an inconsistent collection. It didn't reflect a curated overview of pop promos befitting a national collection. So our aim was to approach relevant donors and right holders of our chosen Landmark videos to acquire source materials with their participation. We would source original material for mastering, whether that be film material, open reel videotape, analogue U-Matic and Beta SP, digital tapes (Digibeta or HD Cam), or file based media. Sometimes this brought up unexpected issues -for example we held David Bowie's 'Ashes To Ashes' (David Mallet, 1980) on 35mm film negatives, despite the video being famous for its videotape effects. Having established the master we would seek to attain the highest quality available and then inspect to guard against technical compromises such as drop out, playback and fragility issues or magnetisation. We would then proceed to digitisation.
Preservation
From the point of view of universal access and long-term preservation priorities, it was felt that digital masters would be the unifying preservation format for the whole landmark collection. We consulted with our archive technical teams, including the head of digital operations and our collections manager to arrive at delivery requirements for this collection. We arrived at a delivery requirement for the digital creation of a Pro Res file, regardless of whether that was created from scanned film material, analogue video encoding or digital-born media. These Pro Res would be preserved and managed by our Digital Preservation Infrastructure (DPI).
This didn't mean that we wouldn't preserve analogue formats. In fact, some of the titles on the Landmark list would be sourced from analogue materials already in archive. Our copy of The Specials' video for 'Ghost Town' (Barney Bubbles, 1981 ) was proving very difficult to source until we located a copy from the 2" open reel collection donated by PMI. We located 1" open reel video tapes of Kate Bush's 'Running Up That Hill' (David Garfath, 1985) video and Queen's 'I Want To Break Free' (David Mallet, 1984) too. Annie Lennox's video for 'Why' (Sophie Muller, 1992) would be sourced from Sophie Muller's donation of her personal Betacam SP master. These were all digitised internally at the archive, as well as the original elements being subject to analogue preservation. For the project as a whole, however, we were working mainly towards acquiring and preserving digital Pro Res master files using the AHRC project funding to cover the cost of delivery on hard drive and the associated costs of preservation.
Cataloguing
It is an archival truth that moving image preservation must be catalogued if the objects within are to be understood, preserved correctly, and disseminated effectively.
Metadata is the basis on which we track items in collections. Clear and correct metadata allows archives and data practitioners to trace patterns across industry and collections (for example, to measure gender balance across filmmaking or areas of key funding in a production to establish Britishness). For our purposes, the importance of our metadata was to connect filmmakers and artists into the wider network of film industry. We already had a good database outlining feature film works which was also able to describe filmographies of cast, crew and production companies. Our increased cataloguing in association with the Landmark project would now allow us to add the output of directors or artists across ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive Our main problem with regard to music video was that much of the material held in the archive's custody was either not acquired or insufficiently linked to the information in the filmographic database. Our holdings of a particular video for an artist had only been signified with a binary Y/N answer, with no indication of whether that material was film or video or whether it was an accessible viewing copy or a restricted preservation master. Something more sophisticated was needed. We also had no standard description template, genre identification, subject thesaurus, or controlled vocabularies and terminologies to describe the material. And we need to correct cataloguing disparities such as title differences where some works were known by the song title, others by the artist, and others by a combination of the two. There were incomplete filmographies, works without credits and items with incomplete information. In archival terms, these issues had arisen because the cataloguing hadn't been aggregated by experienced curators who had engaged fully with music video format.
The solution was simple. By merging the databases, the CID redesign had created a hierarchical structure based on library use of FRBR modelling (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records) for describing work/entity relationships. CID creates a hierarchy describing a three-tier structure: Work -Manifestation -Item. Using consistent description sourced from practitioners (e.g. Promo News TV ) and information learned from videos themselves (often revealed on the countdown clock of broadcast masters) we could get a clear sense of the artist, filmmaker, production company, and version of pop videos and catalogue them fully.
At the work level, this meant strong filmography detail including cast, crew, production company, and synopsis of what was going on in the video.
Having established the standardised category of the work (non-fiction) and type (non-theatrical video) we could also enter that information. Additionally, we would add subject information (single term summaries of the video, such as 'Urban life' for The Specials' 'Ghost Town' or 'Photography' and 'Make-up' for Annie Lennox's 'Why') and copyright details. With regards to genre description, the curators worked closely with CID's information specialists to ascribe three genre terms: Performance Music Video, Narrative Music Video, whose contents tell a story, and Concept Music Video, where the images are neither performative nor narrative but convey a mood, feeling, or concept associated with the artist and music. Our titles were standardised so that our main title would read as 'Artist -title of song' with an alternative title being just the song.
At the manifestation level, CID would describe the release and technical notes of the work, identifying the master material of the video, origination format, duration of the video, and other release details. This is where the timeline of certain videos could be outlined. For example several of The Stone Roses' videos were made and copyrighted in 1989 (as reflected in their work-level copyright date) but were not released until the spring and summer of 1991. The manifestation would record the release date, not the copyright date. It was also here that we would ascribe 'Non-Theatrical' release format, but in cases where we knew that the work had gained a cinema release or TV preview, we would add an additional manifestation. Flowered Up's 'Weekender', for example, has a film festival release, a commercial home video release, and television broadcast. All three manifestations are now on CID. Finally, the items described the physical material attributed to each manifestation. For 'Weekender', the archive holds an off-air recording of the video's 1992 TV broadcast held under one manifestation and a copy of the Beta SP master held under the film festival manifestation. If we acquired a copy of the VHS video release, the record describing the item would sit under the Home Video manifestation. Each item record describes the technical details of the item but also notes the source of the material (e.g. NBC, PMI). In the case of the Landmark Pro Res, the University of Portsmouth, via the 'Fifty Years of Music Video' project, will be credited as the donor. There is also an allocation of status to individual items, indicating which material is master and which is a viewing copy. In the case where Pro Res and the LTOs (Linear Tape-Open -a magnetic tape format for data storage) have been created from analogue masters, the source is linked. Each element is barcoded and trackable throughout the archive. ♦ British Landmark Music Videos and the BFI Archive 
Dissemination
All of this data, from work to item level, is able to be imported and, through its standardisation, unified and exported to other users and institutions. It allows us to consider usage of the data for dissemination. CID enables dissemination of information via its online portal -CID online -available internationally. But the project also produced a series of 'programme notes' that give further context to the titles in the Landmark collection which are held as pdfs on the database and as hard copy in the BFI Reuben Library. The inclusion of pop videos as individual works on CID offer the potential for wider linking between works including global unique identifiers such as the EIDR reference number which currently provides a unique identifier for UK feature films (much like library ISBN numbers). On a wider consideration, the Landmark videos are intended to be made available through several programming initiatives which, at the time of writing, are not yet finalised. They include dedicated BUG programmes at the BFI Southbank. The Landmark list is also the basis for a series of British Council international touring programmes and a potential DVD boxset of British Music Video by Thunderbird Releasing. Uniting all of these programmes is the sense that the Landmark videos are a curated, preserved, and resourced base from which to spring informed discussion of music video. This ties neatly into Wollen's concept of the archive as canon formation through preservation work and dissemination but one that remains fluid and open to change -landmark points to start dissemination and discussion.
Conclusion
The resulting British Landmark Music Video collection is a curated and preserved body of work telling the history of British music video in 100 promos. It is a first attempt at producing a canon through a peer-reviewed process with contributions from the university, archival, and industry/practitioner sectors and benefits greatly from the insight that each particular group has given: the practitioners recognise the virtuosity of leading titles, many of which have set new benchmarks across the day-to-day workings of the industry. The canon is also informed by archival focus on technical and curatorial excellence and it is driven by university need for key teaching works.
Ultimately, the Landmark list is an attempt to build a qualified, more solid foundation than pop list making. It's an attempt to present a snapshot of Landmark videos from the perspective of 2016, with 50
